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New VLF version
The new features in the EPC141034 version of the Framework are:

New Design and Role for the VLF Developer’s Workbench
The Framework Developer's Workbench has been redesigned and given a new simpler user
interface. It is now the main place that VLF development activities are initiated from.
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To start the Workbench, choose the VL Framework > Work as Developer menu option in the Tools
ribbon of the Visual LANSA Editor.
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VLF-WIN Designer Menu Option Has Been Moved
The VL Framework Designer menu option is no longer available in the Tools ribbon in the Visual
LANSA editor.
To start the Framework in VLF-WIN Designer mode, first start the Workbench using the Work as a
Developer menu option, and then use the Execute drop-down menu and choose “As a VLF-WIN
application > as Designer” option.

Instant Prototyping Assistant Enhancements
The Instant Prototyping Assistant (in Tools) has a new look.
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The instructions on the Assistant can be hidden for a simplified presentation:

Business objects and actions are associated in a graphical interface:
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New Common Activities Feature
The Developer's Workbench redesign features has two new Common Activities tabs, one for the
Framework level, and one for the business object level.
The options on these tabs make many common Framework developer activities simpler to
understand and faster to complete.
For example, the expanded common activity will generate, compile and snap in a VLF-ONE right
edge slider panel in just one click:

Program Coding Assistant Only for VLF-WIN
The new New Common Activities Feature has replaced the Program Coding Assistant in VLF-ONE.
The Program Coding Assistant is still available for VLF-WIN.
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New VLF-ONE Navigation Menu Options
VLF-ONE’s navigation menu style is being extended to allow end-users to use a more traditional
navigation menu style.
By using these new options an end-user can cause the navigation menu to dock to the left, right,
top or bottom of the browser window:

For example, this is what the menu looks like when docked to the left edge of the browser window:
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Column Filtering
Column Filtering can be enabled for individual instance list columns. When it is enabled, an icon
appears in the column heading like this:

When the user clicks on the icon, a list of all the possible values in the column is shown. The user
can select values in the list, and the instance list will reflect the values they have selected.
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To enable the feature, use the Enable Column Filtering option on the instance list column properties
dialog:
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Changes to the Demonstration System
The shipped demonstration system has new visual elements in slider panels:

And many new examples:
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Snap-in Prompters
All snap-in components are now prompted, and only show the relevant type of reusable part.
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Instance List Send to MS-Excel Has Changed
The Instance List feature Send to MS-Excel has changed in VLF-ONE.

The .CSV file is now built in the visual part of the instance list.
The advantage is that by building the .CSV file in the visual part of the instance list, the downloaded
data can be a better reflection of what the user sees in the instance list. It can be in the same row
order and column order that the user sees. And if the user has used quick search to restrict entries,
only the visible entries will be in the downloaded data.
For the standard VLF-ONE instance list
When the Snap in instance list is blank, VF_UM040O, or VF_UM044O this is handled automatically.

For other snap in instance lists
If you want to continue to use the previous download logic, you do not need to do anything.
If you want an accurate representation of what the user sees, you will need to redefine method
routine uSendtoXL in your snap in instance list component, and write your own logic to send the
data to MS-Excel.
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Notes Handler Uses Quill Rich Text Editor
In the VLF-ONE demonstration system, the People business object’s Notes handler has been
replaced with the more sophisticated Quill Rich Text Editor.
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To enable this functionality in your own business object you must compile these components:
DF_NOTE_Table

Database table to store the notes

DF_NOTES_CommandHandler

Command handler

DF_Note_NoteDetailPanel

Note detail panel

DF_NOTE_ServerModule

Server module database I/O

DF_Note_QuillInterface

Quill rich text editor wrapper

Then make DF_NOTES_CommandHandler the command handling your command as in this example:
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New Printing Option and Examples
New Printing option and examples are provided in VLF-ONE.
To see the shipped examples running, choose the Examples application, Use Cases, then Printing.

Three command handlers varying in complexity are provided:
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The default Example1 handler DF_T69H1O prints a simple page with text, lines and rectangles to
show basic techniques:

Example 2 – handler DF_T69H2O – makes a report of a list of employees:
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The components that make up this example are:
DF_T69H1O

Produces a sample page

DF_T69H2O

Produces a simple report

DF_T69H3O

Produces a more complex report

DF_T69CTO

Interface between handler and printing engine

DF_T69RPO

VL widget to wrap the print engine

Example 3 – handler DF_T69H3O – prints a sample invoice:
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Access to the List Control in an Instance List
Filters can access the list control in instance list handlers using method avListManager.avVisualList.
This allows filters and command handlers to directly access the list control displayed by the instance
list handler, provided that:
• The instance list handler implements the list as a PRIM_LIST
• The instance list handler makes the list available. (The standard instance list handlers
VF_UM040O and VF_UM044O do)
This allows filters to make minor changes to the appearance of the instance list.
For example, if the instance list normally looks like this:

You could modify it from the filter, so that it looks like this:
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Using code in the filter’s uInitialize routine that looks like this:

Note - see warnings for this feature - this feature is only intended for limited changes to the
appearance of the list. The changes you make can conflict with existing instance list features.
See shipped examples DF_T72* (In the VLF-ONE shipped demo, Examples --> Advanced --> Control
Instance List 2).

Design Time Framework Locking
Design time locks have been introduced to prevent developers from accidentally losing Framework
design changes made from multiple open instances of the Developer’s Workbench and/or VLF-WIN
executing in Designer mode.
If a Framework definition is locked by some other process, a message like this will appear at start up
time:

An additional lock warning is displayed when a process tries to save a Framework definition when it
does not hold the current lock:
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New RAD-PADs Tab
The properties of the Framework, applications and business objects now include a new tab captioned
RAD-PADs.
This tab allows editing of any RAD-PADs linked to their associated filters or command handlers.
It also includes a button to open Google Images as a source of drag-and-drop material for RAD-PAD
content.
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Enhanced Images Palette
To accompany the new RAD-PADs, some enhancements have been made to the Images Palette.
A new set of more up to date prototype control and component images are now installed. They are
prefixed VF_Proto_Image and may be selected using a new radio button option.
Additionally, you may now choose to individually include or exclude image file types GIF, JPG, PNG
and BMP.
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Google Material Icons in VLF-ONE Applications
You can choose to use the Google material icons font-based icons in your VLF-ONE applications.
When selecting an icon, choose the Google Images option.
These icons are downloaded from Google as required at run time. They do not need to be deployed,
but your users' browsers need to be able to access the Google servers at run time.
Google makes these icons available for free.
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Clearer Indication of What Internal VLF-ONE Components You Can Use
There has been some confusion about what internal (private) VLF-ONE methods, events and
properties you can use in your own code.
To reduce this confusion many internal methods and properties have been changed to be prefixed
“zInt_”.
The general usage rules are:
• Things prefixed “av” may be used, are usually documented, and forward compatibility of their
behaviour is guaranteed.
• Things prefixed “u” may be used in a read only manner, are often not documented, and
forward compatibility of their behaviour is not guaranteed.
• All other things, including those prefixed “zInt_” should not be used.
The ‘zInt_” name change may mean that code you already have needs to be changed and
redeployed as part of your EPC141034 upgrade. Contact your LANSA vendor or use the VL forum for
further advice about what the alternative is.

Instance List Maintenance Has Been Redesigned
Instance list property maintenance has been redesigned to use drag and drop, and to associate a
business object with a physical file and the fields of that file.
This makes the design of the instance list quicker, and allows other parts of the system to use that
information when generating filters, command handlers etc.
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New Asynchronous Handling Methods in VLF-ONE
VLF-ONE filters and command handlers now inherit new and simplified asynchronous handling
methods.
These new methods automatically implement the most common activities performed in an
asynchronous interaction with a server module, such as:
• Clearing all currently displayed messages
• Changing the panel to a visibly busy state
• Allowing the screen content to be visibly changed while executing code
• Receiving and routing any messages received from a server module interaction
• Passing parameters and references to the asynchronous operation execution handler
For example, a button Click event handler could queue up an asynchronous operation identified as
Operation_1 like this:

Ultimately operation 1 is handled (asynchronously) by an overwritten method like this:

Note how the associated #COM_OWNER.avQueueAsyncOperation can pass (ie: send) two simple
string parameters and two object references along in the queued asynchronous request.
Multiple asynchrounous requests can be queued.
The avExecuteAsyncOperation method can queue further (resultant) asynchronous operations.
You can also listen for event avAsyncOperationsCompleted.
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This small example command handler demonstrates several of the major asynchronous features:
Begin_Com Role(*EXTENDS #VF_AC010O) Height(241) Width(457)
Define_Com Class(#PRIM_LABL) Name(#VisibleCounter) Displayposition(1) Height(129) Left(16)
Parent(#COM_OWNER) Tabposition(1) Tabstop(False) Top(56) Width(401) Verticalalignment(Center)
Style(#BigFont) Caption('Stopped') Alignment(Center)
Define_Com Class(#Prim_phbn) Name(#StartCount) Parent(#COM_OWNER) Caption('Start Count')
Displayposition(3) Tabposition(3)
Define_Com Class(#Prim_phbn) Name(#StopCount) Parent(#COM_OWNER) Caption('Stop Count')
Displayposition(2) Tabposition(2) Left(96)
Define_Com Class(#Prim_vs.Style) Name(#BigFont) Fontsize(72) Textcolor(Blue)
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------Evtroutine Handling(#StartCount.Click)
Define_Com Class(#std_Int) Name(#PhysicalCounter)
#Com_Owner.avQueueAsyncOperation Operationid(Count) Parameterreference1(#PhysicalCounter)
Endroutine
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------Evtroutine Handling(#StopCount.Click)
#Com_Owner.avQueueAsyncOperation Operationid(Stop)
Endroutine
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------Mthroutine Name(avExecuteAsyncOperation) Options(*REDEFINE)
Define_Com Class(#std_Int) Name(#UseCounter) Reference(*DYNAMIC)
Case (#OperationID)
When (= Count)
#UseCounter <= #ParameterReference1 *As #Std_Int
#UseCounter += 1
#VisibleCounter := #UseCounter.AsString
#Com_Owner.avQueueAsyncOperation Operationid(Count) Parameterreference1(#UseCounter)
When (= Stop)
#VisibleCounter := "Stopped"
#KillOtherPendingOperations := True
Otherwise
#SYS_WEB.Alert Caption("Unknown operation id " + #OperationID)
Endcase
Endroutine
End_Com

When executed it looks like this:
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IBM withdraw for IBM i 7.1
IBM recently announced the withdrawal of service for IBM i 7.1 effective April 30, 2018.
For more details refer to the IBM announcement:
http://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/ShowDo ... _locale=en
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Make large JavaScript files smaller
To make large JavaScript files (such as RAMP session files) smaller so that they download faster you
can potentially minify them.
There are many tools that can minify JavaScript files, for example
https://www.devsaran.com/blog/10-best-j ... ying-tools
Following is an example of minification using the Google Closure compiler:
• Open a Command Prompt and type Java to invoke Java.exe. You should see a list of Java
options displayed. If Java.exe cannot be found download and install Java first. Then repeat
this test.
• Create folder c:\temp if you don’t have one already.
• Download the Google Closure compiler from
https://dl.google.com/closure-compiler/ ... latest.zip
• Extract closure-compiler-vYYYYMMDD.jar from the download zip file into folder C:\temp.
• Rename it to be compiler.jar.
• Copy your JS file to be minified into folder c:\temp. Change its name to testinput.js.
• Open a Command Prompt. Change to directory c:\temp.
• Copy and paste the following entire and complete command into Command Prompt window:
Java -Xmx512m -jar compiler.jar --compilation_level WHITESPACE_ONLY --js
testinput.js --js_output_file testoutput.js --warning_level VERBOSE
The command should look like this:

•

Press enter. The Google closure compiler should then execute and strip all white space from
the testinput.js file and create new file named testoutput.js.

In theory, the minified output file can be used as a direct replacement for the input file, but you
should test this.
More information at:
https://developers.google.com/closure/c ... tarted_app
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VL programming resource usage check list
If you program VL-Web or VL-Windows applications, then this check list might be useful in helping
you to avoid resource leakage.
Note: In these notes the expression ‘terminate’ means that an object cleans itself up itself up so that it no
longer holds any references to any other ‘logically owned’ object. This method is generically referred to as
#Object.Terminate in the following examples, but you could choose to call it whatever you want.

When you have created any type of VL object (e.g.: a VLF command handler and filter) you should
complete this checks list as part of your unit testing:
•

All the ‘logically owned’ objects that you have directly or indirectly created have been
instructed to terminate themselves.
For example, object A creates multiple object Bs and tracks them in a collection BCollection.
Object A should always do this of course to drop the references to the Object Bs it created …….
BCollection.RemoveAll
But (depending on what B does) the correct termination code may be more robust if coded like
this:
BCollection<>.Terminate
BCollection.RemoveAll.
This means that every B in the BCollection collection is first called to terminate itself (and the
things it may have created) before the reference to it stored in A to it is dropped.
Note that BCollection<>.Terminate is just a quicker way to code:
For Each(B) in(BCollection)
If (B *isnot *null)
B.Terminate
Endif
EndFor

•

Termination may need to cascade down through multiple levels.
For example if A creates and collects Bs, and Bs create and collect Cs, and Cs create and collect
Ds, ………….. then the full termination process might be a downward cascade like this:
Object A terminate logic
Object B terminate logic
Object C terminate logic
Object D
terminate
logic
CollectionB<>.Terminate CollectionC<>.Terminate CollectionD<>.Terminate Drop all
CollectionB.RemoveAll
CollectionC.RemoveAll
CollectionD.RemoveAll
references
Drop other references
Drop other references
Drop other references

•

Be wary of putting termination or clean up logic into a #Com_Owner.DestroyInstance event
routine.
Doing that can create ‘Catch-22’ code where the DestroyInstance event cannot fire until you first
drop the references that done in the DestroyInstance event handler. It’s generally better to
make you own ‘terminate’ method and explicitly call it.
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•

Always check your termination logic actually works and your object is being destroyed.
Put a USE MESSAGE_BOX_SHOW or trace into a #Com_Owner.DestroyInstance event handler in
your object.
Run your application and make sure that the DestroyInstance event fires.
If it does not then you object is most likely ‘hanging around’ (often invisibly) and using up
resources.

•

Check that all ‘logically owned’ objects have been asked to terminate themselves.

•

Check that all collections have been explicitly emptied.

•

Check that all #PRIM_KCOL<> collections not using Style(Collection) are closely considered
because they will dynamically create objects.

•

Check that all SET_REF *CREATE_AS or SET_REF *CREATE_FROM or #SomeReference <=
*NEW #SomeClass type operations that dynamically create objects have associated and explicit
‘symmetrical’ termination logic. It’s important to check that the termination logic is actually
executed as expected.

•

All globally scoped Reference(*Dynamic) objects have been set to null. Most often this is
defensively coded like this:
If ( #SomeReference *isnot *null )
#SomeReference.Terminate
#SomeReference <= *null
Endif

•

This really a repeat of the previous point. Watch out for seemingly trivial globally scoped
Reference(*Dynamic) references that track the ‘Current’ or ‘Last’ instance of some object. E.g.:
Current product, last customer, current tab folder page, current tree view item.

•

Check circular references carefully: Every object that keeps a potentially circular reference to
another object (e.g.: often the logical parent, owner, caller, invoker, command handler, filter,
etc., etc.) has specific termination code to drop that reference. Check that the logic executes as
and when expected.
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•

Even non-trivial objects defined (i.e.: scoped) within event routines or methods should be
considered and checked. For example if you have this code ………..
MthRoutine MyMethod
Define_com #MyClass #MyObject
When MyMethod starts an instance of MyClass (named MyObject) is automatically created.
When MyMethod ends that instance should be destroyed because it is no longer being referenced
by any other object.
Putting a #Com_Owner.DestroyInstance check (i.e.: message box or trace) into MyObject will
confirm that that destruction is happening as expected. If #MyObject is complex and uses
significant resources and other objects it is advisable to do this destruction check as part of your
testing otherwise you will risk resource leakage by having #MyClass instances hanging around.
A potential cause of this is that a logical child object of MyClass has held onto a circular reference
to it. This means that the statement original “When MyMethod ends that instance (should be)
destroyed because it is no longer being referenced” Is not true - so you have created an orphan
MyClass instance that will hang around until the windows process ends execution.
If your MyClass destruction check fails then you should probably add a terminate method into
MyClass and then invoke it just before MyMethod ends execution. Watch out for methods that
have multiple Return commands.
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Getting error information when parsing JSON
response from XPRIM_HttpRequest
When you make a web service invocation using XPRIM_HttpRequest and you are expecting to
receive a JSON response, don't assume that you are always going to get a valid JSON response.
Some examples of situations where the server may not return a valid JSON:
• When the server thinks your request is not a valid request, it may give back an HTTP status
code 400 without providing more information (blank body).
• The server for some reason returns a different content type (for example, text/plain), which
is indicated in the 'Content-Type' response header.
• Or, the server just simply returns an invalid JSON! (unlikely but not unheard of).
It's useful to check that the response returns an OK HTTP status code (2xx), the correct content
type, and proper JSON.
To check if the returned HTTP status code indicates a successful operation, use the following:
#Request.Response.IsSuccessHttpStatusCode

To check if the response content type is 'application/json':
#Request.Response.ContentInfo.MediaType = 'application/json'
To check that the JSON parsed OK, use the Status parameter when invoking AsJson method:
Define_Com Class(#XPRIM_Json) Name(#ResponseJson) Reference(*DYNAMIC)
Define_Com Class(#XPRIM_HttpResponseReadContentStatus) Name(#Status) Reference(*DYNAMIC)

#Request.Response.AsJson Result(#ResponseJson) Status(#Status)
You can then interrogate the #Status object like so:
If (*Not #Status.OK)
#Message := #Status.ErrorMessage
EndIf
If the JSON is not a valid one, the error message will show something like this:
'JSON parsing error at offset 0: Expect either an object or array at root'
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Visual LANSA Forum
The Visual LANSA Forum is gaining membership and popularity!
http://vlforum.lansa.com.au/index.php
Membership is free and easy.
Join in
•
•
•
•

to find out more about Visual LANSA related:
“Questions & Answers”
“Tips and Techniques”
“Suggestions for Product Enhancements”
“Product Announcements”

This forum is also accessible from the V14 VL IDE homepage.
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